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About This Game

Control Craft 2

Control Craft 2 is a fast paced RTS, which brings quick thinking and clever tactics together for some planet
conquering action.
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Enhancing everything which made the original a hit, with stylish graphics and addictive game play, Control Craft 2 will keep
you coming back for more.

Take command of your troops and lead them into battle. Send in wave after wave of your soldiers to overthrow the enemy
colonies and occupy their bases.

Battle your way through challenging levels and upgrade your weapons. Combine your different attack units (light, heavy and
flying) to out wit the enemy and claim the planet as yours.

FEATURES :

*24 Unique Levels

*Clever 2D Platform Level Design

*Stylish Graphics and Smooth Animations
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*The Ability to Upgrade Your Firepower

*Hear the Troops React to Your Orders as You Direct Them

*Unlock Levels and Choose the Non-linear Path to Victory

Control Craft 2 adds to the unique style and game play of the original. This game is easy to pick up but hard to put
down.

Take Control and Smash the Enemy. Your army needs you!
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Title: Control Craft 2
Genre: Action, Casual, Indie, Strategy
Developer:
Badim
Publisher:
Badim
Release Date: 15 Feb, 2016

 a09c17d780 

English,German,Japanese,Simplified Chinese,Traditional Chinese,Russian
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I bought this game for less than a dollar, and what's here is a short and amusing time-killer. Yet, it's hard to recommend this
game; Control Craft 2 is quick and casual game, but its content is shallow and and the amount of strategy is almost minimal.
Could likely find a better free flash game variant of this.

Pros:
Quick 2-3 minute levels

Casual and easily assessible

Cheap Cons:
Very little strategy involved

Far too few levels

Free flash games have more depth

Incomplete features (actime abilities)

Straight port from mobile game. first 1 minute play, I dunno what to do, and the next 4 minutes I get all the fun.
basically a simple game, but need some kind of multiple concetrations to take your best decision.

anyway I like this kind of game!. Asked for my first Steam refund. Mobile port and doesn't seem like it's much
fun for anything not on the go.. \u5f88\u7279\u5225\u7684\u5854\u623f\u904a\u6232\u53ea\u662f(\u9ede)\u7
684\u7d2f\u4e86\u9ede~\u7136\u5f8c\u97f3\u6548\u9084\u4e0d\u8cf4!!. Good game but some things are not
finished : i could not buy the last upgrade. but for 0.89\u20ac I dont regret it at all.
Replayability is poor though, 3hours and you're bored, but that's ok for the price.. The game becomes
overwhelming at a certain point, and is frustrating. I really love the fast paced mechanic. However, the difficulty
spikes randomly. One level you will beat instantly and another feels impossible. meh.. DO NOT BUY THIS
GAME.

This is a terrible port from a mobile app. There is actual game play mechanics that do not work, and render the
game impossible to complete.

There are free games that give more satisfaction than this pile of\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665. It's a
mobile game. Being on PC detracts greatly.. Terrible "cell warfare" clone. Sluggish response, no auto-send
options, no hotkeys. Four powerups that have to be drug from far corner to target area, except I got to third-from-
last level and three of them still weren't unlocked. Far better free games in this style on websites like Kongregate,
I overpaid for this game even at 70% off.
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Very fun RTS game, similar to Mushroom Wars, Galcon etc.

Essentially each map is built as a number of resource generators. Whoever controls the generator gets the units it creates. You
send those units out to capture other generators. The AI is decent - there's a challenge here and you'll have to use the powerups
wisely on some levels to give yourself an edge (especially early on to deny the computer rapid resource capture as you tend to
start levels with less resource than the computer)

Dev has recently updated the game to fix the achievement bugs.

Fair amount of replayability on the 24 levels, though you will be able to beat them all in an hour (but at time of writing, I've over
9 hours of game time - so its good value entertainment for less than the price of a pint of Guinness).

. very easy and boring and no steam achievements. This game seems unfinished, there are at least 3 super powers you can't use
and i'm pretty sure that these 3 were meant to help you in one stage in particular that i'm pretty sure is impossible as there is no
conceivable way to beat it.. Great game mechanic, sadly the game is not finished.
Some parts are there but can't be activated, which makes the game too hard to finish.. A largely uninspired game, no meaningful
challenge or difficulty, and altogether a boring, 1 hour playthrough at most.. I was really enjoying the game intially, however:

 - The game will continuously set you up against more and more unfair matches until you can't win without abilities, but will not
unlock any of them other than the first one
 - There is no way to reassign points if you've allocated them wrong
 - HUGE performace hits for no reason make the game unplayable until it's closed and re-opened
 - no way to reset progress either

THis makes the game initially fun, but then it turns into a nightmare

Oh, and it has banner adds. My original review was very harsh, but for a justified reason. I was angry that the game was the
same as the free version available online, and that the game didn't offer anything new. Now that i've looked into the publisher
and the developers, i understand that the game was released to fund updates to the game and add new features. I find this style
of RTS \/ statergy very entertaining but it's very rare, meaning it'll be hard for you to find anything that is better than this. If you
want to help this game develop then you should buy, but if you want to play a polished, content full game, then wait until a
couple of updates have been released!
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